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A rEal and a Kaehler Polarization of the Kepler manifold are
paired, giving a formal operator between the two spaces of Polarized
500tions The operator is shown to exist and give a nonunitary Iso-




In [s] i.-ii. Souriau showed that the regularized ;(pler problem
had a phase space which could be identified with T’S’, the complement
of the zero section in the cotangent space of ar n-sphere. He also
pointed aut the existence of a complex structuru for this space which
we observed in [2] was actually a positivs pclarization [i
The tangents to the projection tS”—.5”give a real polariz
ation whose leaves are the cotangent spaces. We use the method described
in [3 to calculate the Blattner-Kostent— Sternberg pairing [1] of these
two po1rr1ztions.
In order to show that the pairing definer a hicontinuous iso—
morphism of the Hilbert spaces of polarized sections we use the repro—
duc±ng Kernels of the spaces of spherical harmonics on s”. /\ sketch
a-F the proof is given here. Details will be found in [4]
The length function on taken as a Hamiltonian preserves
the complex polarization, so we may quantize it there. This quantization
is then transported to 5” by the pairing and shown to be
[ +
on a suitable dense domain, where is the usual Laplacian. This
operator has spectrum k + (n—1) , k = 0, 1 which coincides
with the semi-classical spectrum obtained by Weinstein [a] , but with
ciffarent multiplicities.
For simplicity we only consider n.3 since is simply—
connected in this case.
The two quantizations.
n+1Ef we identify 5 with the set of unit vectors in JR then we
may further identify TS with
) ,x)ruiRtl j ee1,eo,,Lo
where the fundamental 1-form 9 becomes
o
&@ is the usual symplectic structure. The complex structure of





and hence the space F of tangents of type (0,1) form a positive polar
ization.
are
The integral curves of the Hamiltonian h defined by
.rr (zi
= o(-z) —
Clearly this flow preserves F.
Let G denote the tangent spaces to the projection
7c T,7S’_—, S” , ce,x)
then C is a real polarization, and Fç = 0. G is not invariant under
the flow
Let KF, KG denote the canonical bundles of F and 0, see L31 -
Then K0 is the pull-back to T0*S of and since is orientable
KG (and hence KF) is trivial. Thus the first Chern class of the symplectic
structure vanishes and (T0,a,W) admits a metaplectic structure,
unique for n-3 . Let (PF,iF) (Q0i) be the half-form bundles for
this metaplectic structure.
nLet denote the Riemannian volume on S then
r (—le0AJe1..--AdjA.-.Ae
is a closed, nowhere-vanishing section of K0. It follows, since
is simply—connected, that there is a covariant constant, nowhere-vanish








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- denote the spore of polynomials in Z0,..., Z
Lmogsneouc of degree k, regarded as functions on TS’ and
denote the space of spherical harmonics of degree K on Then
a for each K = 0,1,... and in E4] we show T maps 34,, one-one
onto for each K. There are real numbers cKO with
U T f Lt
f ‘)- , so that T restricted to is a multiple of a







s str.cty less than one, so that r is a monotone decreasing sequence.






tJis o , I or 0 according as j1a. is greater than, equal to or less
than ‘Sb.. In our case a+a2+3 = 5n/2 - 3/2 = b1÷b2+h3, so that
lim c =K
Thus II T1 II = I so that T is a continuous isomorphism of onto
& with a continuous inverse, hut is not unitary.
Finaily we observe that for f in
since f is homogeneous of degree K. The spectrum of —
K(k+n-1) = (k+(n-i)/2)2 - (n-i)2/4, so that TUtT1 has
U- (fll/]YZ
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